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Abstract
This paper describes a currently running project at IDIAP aiming at the development
of a continuous spoken language recognition system A particular attention is paid to
two important topics under investigation Firstly the system characteristics namely its
structure as a multiagent system and secondly its search mechanism of a global solution
as an optimisation procedure are studied As this project is denitely an undergoing
research activity many still important open questions have to be addressed The major
one concerning a mathematical foundation for the resolution mechanism is covered in a
section dedicated to further developments
  Introduction
Continuous spoken language understanding CSLU is a very dicult task for which no satisfactory
solution has yet been proposed One particularity of CSLU is that it lies at the intersection of two
distinct domains signal processing and computational linguistics Many innovative improvements are
described daily to extend either coverage or performance of current solutions to very limited subprob
lems These developments have very few impact on the concrete realizations of entire CSLU systems
One important reason has been identied for this state of things as a major concern in the devel
opment of entire CSLU systems is to combine di	erent components encoding knowledge at di	erent
levels of abstraction in a coherent and mathematicallysounded way As low level processing phon
emes identication is best implemented by Hidden Markov Models HMMs it has as a consequence
that subsequent treatments have to be probabilistic in order to be easily and eciently combined all
together
The description of a natural language by means of probabilistic language models as given by n
grams is from our point of view a very useful but also very incomplete descriptive approach Standard
NLP 
 rulebased approaches 
 give rise to more complex and far more precise descriptions of
language structures but they lack in well covering large corpora
Typical information of spoken language such as the ones conveyed by prosody or liaison phe
nomena occuring in French are clearly context sensitive Their appearance in a speech utterance is
constrained by rules those complexity lies in the variety of abstraction levels they use to be described
If for example the liaison insertion of a z sound between a word ending by a mute s and a
word starting by a vowel occurs at the phonemic level it is connected to words orthography and it
is only valid in some precise syntactic structures
The need for an overall architecture that favours the manipulation of heterogeneous knowledge
sources and that is exible enough to take advantage of clues of any level as soon as it is sensible are
the two major objectives of our research
This paper will rst describe a prototype system that addresses these two main concerns This
description is then followed by a discussion of two distinct approaches that have many common points
with the ETC
v erif
approach
 ETC
v erif
 a First Experiment
The system ETC
v erif
CO CF under development at IDIAP is implemented as a multiagent
system and is based on a general purpose platform called ETC for cooperative treatment environment
Environnement de Traitement Cooperatif The purpose of decomposing a CSLR
 
system into two
layers a kernel that is applicationindependent and a periphery that bears all the knowledge of the
application domains improves the design of a exible and adjustable system The ETC platform
provides di	erent services to the host application
 
Continuous Spoken Language Recognition
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  a model of  agents that denes a standard interface to distinct entities representing specic
areas of expertise
  a model of   agents that gives rise to the notion of active data allowing a decentralized struc
turing of local hypotheses
  a framework for the denition of the system evolution dynamics
ETC
v erif
is addressing a simplied problem of CSLR namely verication of speech utterances This
concretely means that the input data of the system is twofold the signal sample on one side and the
text that had to be uttered on the other side This simplied context greatly reduces the required
number of agents and the internal complexity of some agents that have to be developed Nevertheless
many experiments can be conducted in this case that give us some valuable information on how to
setup an entire and ecient CSLR system
  The System Architecture
The prototype ETC
v erif
is a multiagent system based on ideas proposed by S Lander in her PhD
thesis Lan The decomposition of the world of agents into two very distinct classes as explained
below is a specicity of our system see also CO
 agent provider of solutions
The  agents are problem solution providers They have two capabilities
  solution initiation the agent competence is required to generate a solution hypothesis that
solves a local subproblem and that can be used as part of a composite solution
  solution adaptation the agent competence is used to provide an alternative solution with a focus
of attention on what was conicting in the previous proposals
The agents currently used in the system are HMMs and a GTP The GTP agent produces a
sequence of phonemes from a sentence in ASCII codes Two HMM agents are available one providing
phonemes and the other providing words hypotheses This last agent is bound to the GTP agent
its input is a speech sample an intermediary output is a sequence of word labels this sequence is
the input of the GTP agent and the nal result is a phonetic transcription of the words sequence
However in a new release of our system both phonemes and words hypotheses will cooperate together
in the determination of an acceptable solution
  agent element of a composite solution
The   agents are the results provided by agents They are small pieces of software embedding sub
problem solutions that can be phonemes hypotheses words hypotheses prosodic labels phonemes
classes etc In the current version only phonetic hypotheses are stored by  agents Three distinct
data items are stored by any  agent
  Borne inf the starting time in the speech sample this  agent refers to
 Borne sup the corresponding ending time in the speech sample
 Id the identier of the  agent for example a phonetic label
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Resolution Sketch
Figure   gives an overview ot the ETC
v erif
architecture  agents initiate the resolution process by
providing a rst solution for the ones in charge of low level resolution Each constituent of the
solution gives rise to the generation of a  agent The current set of  agents computes what is called
a reliability estimate see section  The evolution engine carries out a selection of the current
best solution see section  This best solution is processed in order to nd islands of unreliable
results 
areas where the reliability of  agents are too low see section  These unreliable results
constitute the focus of attention for solution adaptation
µ−agents
prosody
Evolution
engine
...GTP
H
M
M
Figure   Architecture of ETC
verif

Implementation Concerns
The programs implementing agents are written in C and Cshell However they adopt a standard
and uniform interface written in Oz HSW HSW Thus agents can be considered as objects
holding methods such as bestSolution and
anotherSolution which allow them to provide respectively a rst solution and to give another
solution or a solution di	erent from the initial one in a certain focus of attention
ETC
v erif
is enriched by a graphical interface see Figure  Every agent interface method can
be started from a menu part of the graphical interface For example if one wants the HMM agent
to initiate a solution he has to choose HMM bestSolution in the menu Init Solution or if he
wants the HMMs to give another solution he has to select a time interval then choose HMM next in
the menu Next Solution Practically the user doesnt need to intervene in the resolution process
because the selection of islands of unreliable results and their further process is automatically done
Nevertheless the user has the possibility to participate freely at the resolution process by adding new
partial solutions
Once agents have been activated their results encapsulated in  agents appear graphically as
clickable rectangles see gure  This feature promotes the graphical interface as a debugging tool
extremely useful in the current context of this system development
   Towards an Applicationindependent Platform
This section intends to explain some of the technical aspects of ETC
v erif
processing steps A more
detailed version of this part can be found in CV The main objective in the ETC
v erif
project is
to provide an applicationindependent platform ETC on which applicationdependent modules are
connected in order to supply the system with knowledge of a particular domain
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Figure  Illustration of the ETC
verif
graphical interface presenting phonetic hypotheses
This means that the resolution strategy is dedicated to ETC It is performed by a conditional loop
referred to as the evolution engine in Figure   see also section  The distinct steps explained
in details below give rise to a dynamic system whose resolution strategy is eventdriven like any
conventional graphical interface for example The major di	erence is that events in the context of
ETC
v erif
 are hypotheses of subproblems resolution provided by agents
Concurrency and lasy programming are two major properties of Oz that are intensively used in
the implementation of ETC as will be clearly seen in the examples below
 Solution Initiation
agents are entities waiting for specic input Once this input is available they can provide the
system with an initial solution With regard to the decomposition of one solution in a set of  agents
there is no denite approach for the moment As mentioned above this rst version of ETC
v erif
is
dealing with phonemes and in a short future with word hypotheses and prosodic labels It seemed
clear to us that a phonetic label including temporal boundaries has to be considered as an independent
entity able to determine how much it is reliable based on its context This qualies such a unit to be
considered as a  agent with its own behaviour
When a solution hypothesis is provided this solution is split in a sequence of  agents The
protocol for the generation of a  agent looks like what is described in Figure  As soon as A is
generated it reports its presence to an object called Broadcaster action   This object knows the
list of all  agents

of the same class present in the system This knowledge allows Broadcaster to
send a message action  containing some information about the newly generated  agent such as

 agents are referred to as nodes in listed source code
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its id and temporal boundaries to all the other  agents denoted by B in Figure  which compare
this set of information to their own characteristics so as to establish or not relations with A action

3
1
2 of the arrival of A and of its characteristics
A according to these characteristics
Agent A indicates its arrival to the Broadcaster
The Broadcaster informs the other agents 
B decides to establish a relation with  
B
A
1
2
3
...
...
...
...
...
Broadcaster
Figure  Operations done by a  agent when it is generated
Three types of relation can be established between  agents containing phonetic information
A precedes B  upper boundary of  agent A is almost equal to lower boundary of B
A follows B  lower boundary of A is almost equal to upper boundary of B
A is brother of B  lower boundary of A is almost equal to lower boundary of B upper boundary of A
is almost equal to upper boundary of B and their ids are compatible same phonetic class
So if one of these properties is true a relation is established between two  agents and they
become neighbours they store each others reference according to their type of relation
Information on nodes and their relations can been displayed by the graphical interface see gure 
by clicking on them in our example the node selected is the phoneme ff placed in the time interval
 secondes provided by the HMM agent with a reliability measure equal to  see
window message The list of its neighgours is denoted by lines as illustred in the same gure
Thus Oz allows  agents to cooperate by exchange of messages allowing dynamic creation of links
 Computation of a Reliability Measure
The relations as presented in section   are used to calculate a reliability measure

of each  agent
This measure is dynamic and evolves with generation of new  agents and creation of relations The
current measure is proportional to the number of neighbours and to the reliability of each neighbour
This principle leads to the following formulas
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i 
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The reliability ofA denoted byRA is dened as the value for whichR
i
A converges Practically
the series is computed as long as the improvement is greater than a 

The notion of reliability measure is referred to as a Weight in listed source code
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R
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i
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This value of  has been selected to ensure fast convergence Moreover since Rn
i
A   R
i
A
converges in the interval   
Rn
i
A denotes the accumulation of reliability of As neighbourhood If the set of the  agents is
denoted at a given time by the integers from   to N  N AB   if A and B have no relation else
N AB    for any kind of relation between A and B
The computation of this reliability measure across a number of independent entities is a perfect
illustration of the power of Oz with regards to distribution and synchronisation The reliability
measure in its current denition imposes each round of current solution evaluation to start from an
initial uniform value of   upperbound limit of the interval of possible values
 Optimal Path Selection
The optimal path is the sequence of  agents covering the entire problem space with the highest
possible weights Here again there is no superagent responsible of this task this processing is
distributed across the set of existent  agents at a particular timeEach  agent searches among its
preceding ones which one is on the optimal subpath see gure 
A0 A4 A5A1 A2 A3 A6
Prev = nil Prev = A0 Prev = A1 Prev = A2 Prev = A3 Prev = A4 Prev = A5
Optimal path
Links between agents
MICROSCOPIC AGENTS (NODES) FICTIVE AGENT
(LastNode)(FirstNode)
FICTIVE AGENT
time
Figure  Graphical illustration of the best path selection
The simplest way to perform this selection is to choose the path for which the sum of the weights
is the highest However this solution has the drawback to favour long paths with low reliable  agents
instead of short paths with high reliable  agents as illustrated in Figure 
Weight = 0.65
Weight = 0.70
Node B
Node A
Node C     Node D
Weight = 0.50 Weight = 0.50
Weight = 0.67 Weight = 0.69
Node E Node F
time
Figure  Node E prefers the path built of nodes A C and D with a the sum of their weights is equal
to   instead the path A B with a sum equal to  
Another solution is to take the means of weights instead of the sum but this solution has another
drawback as demonstrated in Figure 
Finally the selected approach computes a weight pondered by the time interval duration coded
by the corresponding  agent For the artical examples presented in Figures  and  if we consider
that large rectangles are representing solution elements with a double duration than narrow ones the
paths ABE F and ACDE F are respectively selected as expected
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Weight = 0.65
Node B
Node A
Node C     Node D
Weight = 0.67 Weight = 0.69
Node E Node F
time
Weight = 0.40
Weight = 0.45 Weight = 0.45
Figure  Node E chooses node B as preceding one on the optimal path because the means of weights
computed for A and B is equal to  that is higher than the one of nodes A C and D equal to
 
Determining the best path is an easy task every  agent is requested to integrate information on
the best possible path up to itself with its current weight in order to provide information on the best
path including itself
As a sidee	ect of this computation each  agent memorizes which is its preceding  agent on the
best path This means that the agent at the last position is able to give access to the entire best path
 Evolution Engine
Once the computation of reliability is nished and once every  agent has determined its best preceding
neighbour it is possible to make an iteration in the evolution process The system has to focus on the
best path in order to evaluate if the current best solution can be considered as an acceptable solution
to the problem set down or what are its weaknesses that makes it inacceptable
The function of the evolution engine is to isolate the set of  agents which are part of the best path
and for which the reliability measure is insuciently high Connected sequences of such unreliable
 agents are called islands of unreliability The set of these unreliable  agents is computed by the
following program
The selection of unreliable  agents is still an open question for which some alternatives are
currently compared The current solution is based on an average value of the reliability along the best
path The weak hypotheses are the ones that are at a certain distance below this average value
The second step of the iteration consists in requesting additional solutions to the agents available
in the system on these local problematic areas of the current solution The generation of new hypo
theses coded as  agents will give rise to a new iteration of evaluationselectiondecision as explained
above
 Discussion and Further Developments
This section gives an overview of two interesting approaches namely the whiteboard approach and
Harmony Theory that have many interesting common points with principles implemented in ETC
v erif

 The Whiteboard Approach
The resolution strategy based on a whiteboard was introduced by Boitet and Seligman BS BS
It has some interesting similarities with the structure of  and  agents introduced in ETC
v erif
 The
components in BS denitely play the same role than the one dedicated to agents They are
knowledge sources of di	erent types they encapsulate their own resolution mechanism and they are
accessed through a standard interface called manager in the whiteboard terminology
The whiteboard central data structure is a huge graph manipulated by a coordinator In ETC
v erif

there is no central and unique structure it is replaced by a collection of inpedendent entities the
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 agents Both architectures seem to play the same role that is to centralize the di	erent hypotheses
that constitute a possible solution to the given problem
Two important conceptual notions are also part of the objectives of both approaches
  The integration of heterogeneous knowledge sources This is a strong claim as we consider
important to provide a resolution framework able to deal with di	erent types of knowledge The
underlying idea is to ll the gap between rulebased and statistical knowledge types
 The interleaving of layers reaction In the whiteboard terminology this feature is called incre 
mental processing In ETC
v erif
 this feature is not explicitely mentioned Nevertheless as it is
directly supported by the programming language used to implement our system namely Oz it
is an important feature we try to take advantage of
The two design issues given above have in common that there exists plenty of good commonsense
reasons to justify to incorporate as many knowledge sources as possible in a system and to let a
particular constraint to apply as soon as possible But implementation of this system is a longterm
and complex task that can only be successfully achieved if based on strong mathematical foundations
for distributed and concurrent problem solving
  Harmony Theory the Missing Foundation
Harmony Theory HT has been described by P Smolensky in    in Smo  Since that time no
major use of this mathematical formalism has been carried out Only some loose links can be seen in
papers referring to the original description of HT
Harmony Theory HT as it is meant in its original description o	ers an alternative paradigm
for computer science Even if ETC
v erif
is not as much ambitious as HT our research project tries
nevertheless to dene a new mechanism for the resolution of complex problems based on a multi
agents approach close to connectionist models The current lack of mathematical foundation for
ETC
v erif
has been identied as very harmful to further evolutions Even if all the technical distribution
and synchronization problems can be considered as solved the current behaviour of ETC
v erif
is far
from being satisfactory when a speech utterance is submitted to its resolution strategy
The current strategy of ETC
v erif
can be summarized as follows
Let us consider P to be one speech utterance to be identied and D the solution space of P 
which is a cartesian product of all sets of possible hypotheses one can assign to any part of P  The
strongest assumption in ETC
v erif
is that an optimal solution sP   D can be found starting from
a suboptimal solution s

P  to which a sequence of renements is applied giving rise to the list
s
 
P  s

P     s
n
P  with s
n
P   sP  of solutions satisfying incrementally more and more
constraints imposed by knowledge sources
In order to generate the dynamics of computing this sequence of solutions with as a goal to reach
the target sP  a measure of intrinsec quality of every s
i
P  is computed This is performed by
the reliability measure described in section  As it is implemented this measure permits to
identify parts of a solution s
i
P  that are less accurate than others This particularity is used to
select hypotheses that need to be revised by asking knowledge sources to provide other hypotheses
The paradigm of HT is surprisingly close to the principles described above even if ETC
v erif
has
been designed without any knowledge of this work Two major di	erences have to be highlighted here
in order to understand the strenghs of HT compared to our system
The two levels graph
HT assumes that a solution s
i
P  
 suboptimal or optimal 
 can be described as a two levels graph
On one level hypotheses of distinct classes can be stored They are called representational features in
the terminology of HT and they correspond to our  agents or the white nodes in the whiteboard
approach The second level is constituted of knowledge atoms for which there is no strict equivalent in
ETC
v erif
 In the latter each  agent of a given class has its proper rules that determines its possible
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relations with  agents of other classes This technics clearly lacks in uniformity If compared to the
whiteboard approach grey nodes are similar to knowledge atoms
Nodes of one level are never related to nodes of the same level The only possible relations are
between nodes from one level and nodes from the other One node can have multiple relations with
the other level This particularity can have two interpretations If it is a knowledge atom that has
multiple relations this means that a conjonction of hypotheses have to be present to validate this
item of knowledge If it is a representational feature an hypothesis that has multiple relations this
means that this particular hypothesis is useful to many knowledge atoms
The Harmony of a graph
On top of this graph structure HT denes a measure of Harmony just as the reliability measure is
dened on top of  agents But Harmony is far more sophisticated than reliability since it includes
likelihood as a possible raw parameter assigned to a knowledge atom It is out of the scope of this
paper to give a precise and mathematical description of Harmony If we refer to the strategy of
ETC
v erif
 summarized above a resolution process based on HT has a very similar structure
A sequence of states 
 a state corresponding to a given twolevels graph 
 is computed attempting
to modify the global Harmony This modication can be a decreasing value in certain circumstances
in order to jump out of local optimums But ultimately this modication tends to be an improvement
The strongest and most limitating assumption of HT lies in the method to build a state out of its
predecessor that is how does the system evolve in the solution space HT assumes that in order to
be tractable by a computer the set of all representational features and the set of knowledge atoms are
nite This is denitely not the case in a spoken language understanding task With this limitative
restriction nodes of the graph can be either active they take part to the computation of the graph
Harmony or inactive The evolution simply means to slightly change the set of active and inactive
nodes
Nevertheless we have the strong intuition that there exists a possible combination of  agents of
ETC
v erif
that constitute a nite subset of the innite set of possible hypotheses virtually available
through requests to agents with an harmonybased evolution strategy This combination will be
the objective our next step towards the development of a multiagents spoken language understanding
system
 Conclusion
This paper gave an overview of a multiagents architecture addressing a simplied problem of speech
understanding After having described in some details the structure and the resolution mechanism
embedded in ETC
v erif
 a discussion took place highlighting the problems faced by the current imple
mentation Two di	erent approaches with many similarities with our system have been described
They denitely show that this multiagents approach has to be further investigated before any dene
conclusion can be raised on its usefulness to solve very complex problems
Nevertheless concerning ETC
v erif
 we are convinced that the current system is open to many
extensions in the following directions as it is clear that no commitment has been undertaken on one
particular approach in any of them
Heterogeneity of knowledge sources  Up to now only phonetic labels have been manipulated
and implemented as active data structures  agents The extension towards other data types
like word labels and prosodic labels is currently under consideration and nothing fundamental
stands in the way of their integration in the system Once this will be done  agents wont
only have connection inside their own class just as they have now but also between classes
For example a sequence of phonemes that ts part of a theoretical phonetic transcription of a
word will be connected each others We are convinced that a probable solution to the problem
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of automatic speech recognition needs an extensive set of knowledge sources with ne tuned
connections between partial solutions they provide
Distributed processing  In this current experience with Oz it has been considered as a very
protable feature to be able to think in terms of concurrent entities with synchronism mechanims
based on logic variables and dont care indeterminism We consider that a lot of experience has
to be gained in this paradigm and many improvements can probably be carried out in the kernel
part of our system namely ETC
Resolution strategies  This system is addressing a crutial point of hard problems resolution how
to nd its way out in a huge solution space without too much useless processing! Usual ap
proaches such as depthrst search or Nbest search cannot be considered as intellectually
satisfactory solutions It seems clear to us that a suboptimal solution has high condent parts
and low condent ones on which further processing is required
Interactivity  The integration of Oz with a graphical interface toolkit is the best possible because
Oz can be considered as an eventdriven language In this context the enduser can easily be
considered as a conventional agent providing part of solution to the system
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